We use Random Matrix Theory (RMT) and information theory to analyze the correlations and flow of information between 64,939 news from The New York Times and 40 world financial indices during 10 months along the period 2015-2016. The set of news was quantified and transformed into daily polarity time series using tools from sentiment analysis. Results from RMT shows that a common factor lead the world indices and news, and even share the same dynamics. Furthermore, the global correlation structure has found preserved when adding white noise, which indicate that correlations are not due to sample size effects. Likewise, we found a lot of information flowing from news to world indices for specific delay, being of practical interest for trading purpose. Our results suggest a deep relationship between news and world indices, and show a situation where news drive world market movements, giving a new evidence to support behavioral finance as the current economic paradigm.
Introduction
The purpose of this work is to understand, in the context of Econophysics [1, 2, 3] , the validity of the relatively new school of though named behavioral finance and contrast it with the most accepted paradigm of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), on which most of the current financial models rely [4, 5, 6] . According to EMH, the stock price instantly incorporates all available market information, and its value does not depend on the price in the past [7] . However, recently a series of works have begun to investigate the influence of textual sources from Internet to market movements [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , showing that information extracted from Twitter, StockTwits, Google Trends, and some financial magazine as Financial Times, give early indications that may help predict changes in stock market. These new results are building a strong support against the well accepted efficient market paradigm, and supporting the approximation of behavioral economics. Nevertheless, the above mentioned works have studied the involved time series in individual manner. On the contrary, our intention is to study the global or common properties of a set of financial indices to know if the information coming from The New York Times (NYT) contains reliable or true information, that is, far from being noise, which problem has been extensively study in our previous work with Twitter data [16] . In addition to this, we are interested now to know under which circumstances the information flows from NYT to financial index prices.
NYT is a newspaper founded and published in New York City, with over three million subscriptions to their print and digital products in 195 countries all over the world, which makes it one of the most accessible and widely circulated newspapers worldwide [17] . In order to quantify the news extracted from NYT we used sentiment analysis [18, 19] , where the dictionary-based approach was followed due to its low computational cost and good precision compared to the learning machine methods [20] . Furthermore, the mood polarity was adopted as the sentiment analysis indicator, because this amount can be directly associated with the positive and negative movements of the financial indices [9] .
On the other hand, understanding the correlation structure between financial markets and discriminate it from noise is of great interest in the context of portfolio optimization [21] . A new approach to understanding such correlation comes from Random Matrix Theory (RMT). Historically, many phenomena of theoretical physics have been successfully solved using RMT [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] , and remarkably a great number of applications to finance have arisen during the last years [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] . Although, the study of correlations is useful to determine which assets behave similarly, using only correlation measures we can not establish a causal relationship or influence among financial indices since the action of one variable on another is not necessarily symmetric [37] . A very useful amount to measure causal phenomenon has foundations in information theory and it is known as transfer entropy. The transfer entropy or transfer information is a dynamic and non-symmetric measure, which was initially developed by Schreiber [38] , and is based on the concept of Shannon entropy [39] . This measure was designed to determine the directionality of transfer information between two processes, by detecting the asymmetry between their interactions [38, 40] . Transfer entropy has been used to solve numerous problems. It has been useful in the study of the neuronal cortex of the brain [41, 42, 43, 44] , in the study of social networks [45] , finance [46, 47, 48, 37] , statistical physics [49] , and in dynamic systems [50] , receiving a thermodynamic interpretation in [51] .
In this work we use RMT and transfer entropy in order to find out if news drives market movement and to show more evidence against EMH which could support behavioral finance. Specifically, here we analyze the correlations and flow of information between a set of 64,939 news from the New York Times and 40 world financial indices during 10 months along the period 2015-2016.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes briefly the analyzed data, the methodology to extract the news from NYT, and how polarity time series are constructed using sentiment analysis. Section 3 contains the main results for correlation analysis via RMT. Section 4 shows the flow information results by transfer entropy. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of the work.
Analyzed data
We consider a set of 64,939 news from NYT and the daily closing values of 40 countries around the world, obtained for the lapsed period of time from July 1 2015 to May 1 2016, which correspond to T = 217 trading days. The set of news was extracted in relation with every country listed in Table 1 . The Bloomberg symbols of the related world financial indices are also listed in table 1. The news extraction was made in the coordinated universal time (UTC), while the time request of the closing prices varies depending of the time zone where the stock markets trade.
The news were extracted through the interface Article Search API of NYT, which gives us access to its database in a structured way. In order to remove the noise of the extracted text due to the non-alphanumeric characters, we preprocess it with the help of the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) of PYTHON.
Once removed the noise, we apply the sentiment analysis to the cleaned text using the Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER), which is a lexicon that implements syntactical and grammatical rules, incorporating empirically derived quantifiers in order to take into account the sentiment intensity present in the analyzed text, where every element of the lexicon is scoring between -4 and 4, from very negative word to very positive word. VADER has been adjusted to capture the sentiment expressed in social networks, but also has been shown excellent results capturing the sentiment of NYT text [20] .
Finally, we took the average of all the scores found in a given text (one score for each word), and we link this average score as the emotional polarity (positive or negative) of it [16, 9] . Then, we named as P k (t) the polarity time series of all the news corresponding to a given keyword k at a given day t.
3 Random matrix theory analysis
Preliminaries
Let S k (t) denote the daily closing prices of index k at day t. The return value for each index k (k = 1, . . . , N ) at times t = 1, . . . , T (measure in days) is obtained by
We choose a return interval of one trading day, such that ∆t = 1. In order to compare our data with the universal results of RMT, both polarity and return time series are normalized. The respective normalized return, for index k at time t, is defined as where σ k is the standard deviation of R k , and . . . denotes the time average over the studied period. The average polarity is normalized in the same way and is denoted as p k (t) for the index k at time t.
In Fig. 1 we plot the distribution of returns, polarities, as well as the normal distribution and the student-t distribution with parameter a = 4.67, which best fit the return distribution. It is know that the distribution of returns usually has tails heavier than the tails of the normal distribution [1] and is better characterizing by the student-t distribution, behavior that we can observe in the same Fig. 1 . On the contrary, it can be seen that the polarity distribution has an skewed shape, which rule out the symmetric behavior found for return data.
Wishart Ensemble
The correlation matrix element between demeaned and standardized time series x k and x l is given by c
where x denotes the type of time series which we are working on, such that c Let be W an N × T matrix whose matrix elements are statistically independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and equal variance. Then, the matrix H = W W † is known into the formalism of RMT as Wishart matrix and a set of these matrices under the Haar measure as Wishart ensemble (WE) [22] . By construction, these matrices are formed with N uncorrelated time series of finite length T . The N eigenvalues of H, denoted by λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ N , are non-negative and have the joint probability density function given by [52] 
where α = (1 + T − N ) − 2β, and the normalization constant C N,T can be computed exactly [53] . We can assume N ≤ T , because if N ≥ T , one can show that N − T eigenvalues are exactly 0 and the rest of the T eigenvalues are distributed exactly as in the above expression with N and T exchanged. The solution for β = 1 (real symmetric case) in the limit N, T → ∞, with Q = T /N (≥ 1), is given by the Marčenko-Pastur law [54] ρ
within the bounds λ − ≤ λ ≤ λ + and 0 otherwise. The smallest (largest) eigenvalue of a random matrix in WE is given by [54] :
These predictions are known in RMT field as universal results of Wishart matrices, and make up the null hypothesis of no correlations between financial indices (or polarities). If there is no correlation between financial indices (or polarities), then the eigenvalues should be bounded between RMT predictions [27, 28] .
In Fig. 2 we plotted the eigenvalue distribution for the empirical correlation matrices C (r) and C (p) , with the Marčenko-Pastur law superimposed on them. Here the dimensions are N × T = 40 × 217 with parameter Q = T /N = 5.425. We clearly see some eigenvalues far away the upper bound of the noise zone for both correlation matrices, which give information about the correlation behavior of the whole set of countries under study, and implies the presence of true correlation. We will discuss more about the largest eigenvalue and the corresponding largest eigenvector in the next section.
Eigenvectors and Temporal Analysis
In finance, the fact that all the components of the eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue are positive reflects a common financial market mode and it is related with the most risky mix of assets in a portfolio of investment. On the contrary, the eigenvector associated to the smallest eigenvalue correspond to the less risky portfolio. These two eigenvectors are not random combinations of variables [55] .
In Fig. (3) we have plotted the eigenvectors associated to the largest and smallest eigenvalue of the empirical correlation matrices. We can see in Fig. 3(a) that all the components of the eigenvector associated to the larger eigenvalue are positive and far from zero, while in Fig. 3(b eigenvector associated to the smallest eigenvalue are near to zero and only few elements stand out from them. Both cases behave as expected [55] . Interestingly, if we analyze Fig. 3 (b) more closely it tell us that the less risky portfolio must include United States and China if we consider the polarity data to its construction, and also must include France and Netherlands if we consider the return data. We argue this because the magnitude of these components are bigger than the others and then are the most representative of the eigenvector associated to the smallest eigenvalue.
To make a temporal analysis, we constructed a set of sample correlation matrices from a sliding window of four trading months (T s = 160 days) with an overlap of one trading day. Then, we obtained two sets of M = 58 sample correlation matrices, one set from polarity values and other set from return values. Every correlation matrix within these sets has now a dimension N ×T s = 40×160 and parameter Q = T s /N = 4. Consequently, the upper and lower theoretical bounds are λ − = 0.25 and λ + = 2.25, for the bulk of the eigenvalue distribution due to noise.
It is know that for C of large dimensions the time evolution of the largest eigenvalue λ max (t) is strongly correlated with the mean correlation coefficient c(t) = C(t) ij [56, 57] . In Fig. 4 we plotted these quantities for our empirical data. Although the dimension of the empirical data is too small, it has been found a strong correlation between λ max (t) andc(t) with Pearson P c and Spearman Sc correlation coefficients [58, 59] bigger than 0.97 for both polarity and return values. Then, λ max (t) andc(t) share the same dynamics. Furthermore, λ p max (t) and λ r max (t) present a strong correlation of P c = 0.80 and Sc = 0.57. Then, we can argue that the set of news from NYT and the corresponding US  CAN  MEX  COL  VEZ  CHL  ARG  BRA  NIG  UK  FRA  BEL  ITA  SWT  NTL  DEN  NOR  SWE  GER  POL  AUT  GRE  HUN  UKR  RUS  TUK  EGY  ISR  ARA  PAK  IND  IDN  MAL  SIN  CHI  HK  TAI  SK MEX  COL  VEZ  CHL  ARG  BRA  NIG  UK  FRA  BEL  ITA  SWT  NTL  DEN  NOR  SWE  GER  POL  AUT  GRE  HUN  UKR  RUS  TUK  EGY  ISR  ARA  PAK  IND  IDN  MAL  SIN  CHI  HK  TAI  SK global returns also share the same dynamics, supporting the behavioral finance assumptions.
On the other side, a simple way to extract information from eigenvectors is by computing the Inverse Participation Ratio (IPR), which allows us to know the number of components that participate significantly in each eigenvector (or portfolio). It exhibits a distinction between the eigenvectors associated to the extreme eigenvalues and the ones associated to the bulk in the noise zone. The IPR of eigenvector V k is given by [60] 
This quantity always falls between the limits 1/N and one. It is expected that the values for IP R N fluctuate near the lower limit 1/N because it corresponds to the most diversified portfolio, whereas for IP R 1 it is expected higher values because it correspond to the smallest eigenvalue and therefore to the less diversified portfolio [21] . Furthermore, for values of k within the region considered as noise it is expected random combinations of assets and then values of IP R k between IP R N and IP R 1 .
In Fig. 5 are plotted the temporal behavior of IP R 1 and IP R 40 . We obtained a good correlation coefficient between the empirical data in IP R 40 , with P c = 0.84 and Sc = 0.54. The other case IP R 1 presents low correlation coefficient of P c = 0.27 and Sc = 0.36 between the temporal behavior of the corresponding eigenvectors. The first results for IP R 40 confirms the fact that each financial index participates significantly in the eigenvector V 40 , and consequently all the indices move as a whole in this eigenmode. Surprisingly, the data from NYT shows the same behavior.
Correlated Wishart Ensemble
We are now interesting to know, firstly, if the correlation structure of the empirical data is preserved when adding with noise. Secondly, we desire to characterize the cross-correlations between polarities and returns. A theoretical technique from RMT to analyze these problems is the non-symmetric correlation matrix approach for the Correlated Wishart Orthogonal Ensemble (CWOE) [61] .
Lets start defining CWOE as an ensemble of real symmetric matrices of type C = WW t /T , where W = ξ 1/2 W , ξ is a positive definite nonrandom matrix, and entries of W are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance equal one, i.e.,white noise. Be D (r) and D (p) the data matrices composed of return and polarity time series, respectively. Then we can construct a partitioned data matrix of dimensions 2N xT
and a partitioned correlation matrix C defined in terms of 4 blocks Likewise, let set ξ as our empirical correlation matrices C's. In this way, ξ (r) = C (r) , ξ (p) = C (p) , and be W 1 , W 2 ∈ R N ×T two independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and variance one. We can define the partitioned data matrix with white noise W of dimensions 2N × T , constituted by both return and polarity data sets, as
Then, the partitioned correlation matrix with noise is given by
We are now in position to inquire about our first goal by comparing the correlation matrices C and C and measure if the addition of white noise break the correlation structure (see Fig. 6 ). To compare C and C quantitatively, we calculate the absolute difference of two neighboring correlation coefficients as in [62] . We found that the average of this value varies less than 10% if the noise is included. Then we can argue that the correlation structure of the empirical data carries out more information than white noise and then the correlation structure is preserved as a whole. Therefore, these results support the existence of true correlations in financial indices and polarities.
To our second goal, i.e., to characterize the cross-correlations between polarities and returns, we need to look at the off-diagonal blocks of eq. 9, which in general are non-symmetric correlation matrices. This kind of matrices have complex eigenvalues. We study the eigenvalues distribution of this matrices in the complex plane by the techniques developed for large dimensions (N → ∞, T → ∞) in [63] , but the results (not showed) do not assert the presence of cross-correlations between NYT and the world indices, which might be due to the small dimension (N = 40) of the empirical correlation matrix. To go further we will proceed to study a causality measure instead of linear correlations.
Transfer entropy analysis
We are now interested in measure the flow of information from news to prices and vice versa via the information theory approach, particularly by the concept of transfer entropy (TE). The TE from the variable Y to variable X is given by the expression [38] 
on where T is the time series length of X and Y , P (i, j) is the joint probability distribution of both X and Y , and P (i|j) is the conditional probability of the variable X given Y . The last eq. (12) tells us that the element i n+1 of the time series X is influenced by the previous k states of the same time series X and the l previous states of the time series Y .
We compute T E using the library JIDT 1 [64] , which enables to construct the probability distribution functions via a kernel density estimator, defined as [65] 
where every kernel K h is identified by the position parameter t i and the bandwidth h. In our case, the kernel function counts the number of return or polarity values falling inside a box of length h centered at t i . A very common selection for the h parameter is given by the Silverman's rule [66] h = 4σ 5 3n
where σ is the standard deviation of the time series, and n its length dimension.
On the other hand, the expression of TE (Eq. 12) it is likely to be biased due to several factors as finite sample effects and non-stationarity of data. Also time series that have more entropy, what is associated with higher volatility in finance, naturally transfer more entropy to the others. To reduce this bias, we use the effective transfer entropy (ETE) [67] ET
where Y (i) has been randomly shuffled from the time series Y . By computing this quantity over all possible combinations of polarity and return time series of each country of Table 1 , we obtain an ETE matrix of dimensions 80 × 80. In Fig. 7 are shown as a heatmap the ETE matrix results for k = l = 1, 2, 3, 4, and resolution h = 0.36 (given by Eq. (14)), where the matrix elements have the same order as the partitioned correlation matrices (see Fig. 6 ). We have subtracted M = 1000 random permutations of the corresponding Y time series. These results shows that most of the information flows from returns and polarity to returns exclusively, being the case k = 3 where this phenomenon is clearer to the eye.
We used graph theory to transform the ETE matrix into a directed network. Now each time series is represented by a node and the magnitude of the flow of information from one node to another by directed edge. An important quantity of an undirected network is the number of edges connected to the node; or node degree. For directed networks there are two related measures out node degree N D out and in node degree N D in , which count the number of edges leaving and entering a node, respectively. Since we are interested in exploring the situation where the information flows exclusively to returns because it might open up new trading strategies, we will define the relative out node degree as the ratio of the out node degree between polarity and return nodes, that is N D out (polarity)/N D out (returns).
In Fig. (8)(a) we observe the relative out node degree as a function of the rescaled range of values of ETE, which runs over the threshold T h ∈ [0, 1] for each k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We found the maximum at T h = 0.79 for k = 3; it is at this value when the nodes have more edges leaving from polarity to return nodes, and therefore it is a good indicator for analyzing the corresponding network. In Fig. (8)(b) we plot bar graphs of the out and in node degree values for the 80 nodes of our network at k = 3, T h = 0.79, where the first 40 nodes correspond to returns, and the last 40 to polarity nodes. It is very interesting that for these values of k and T h, the polarity nodes are the only ones that send information to the whole network, and also that the in node degree for returns is bigger than for the polarity one.
Conclusion
We have found eigenvalues beyond the universal results of Wishart matrices for polarity and return data, which implies the presence of a global factor leading the set of indices and news as a unity. Interestingly, we found that the largest eigenvalue of news and prices also share the same dynamics, result that sides with the one of behavioral finance. The temporal analysis of IPR confirms the fact that each financial index participates significantly in the eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue. Notably, the data from NYT shows the same behavior.
The results from the partitioned matrices in CWOE analysis, supports the fact of the existence of true correlations for world indices and news, showing that the correlation structure is preserved when adding with noise to the empirical data. Nevertheless, was not possible to characterize the cross-correlation between them because the small dimensions of the empirical correlation matrices, being necessary the use of the information theory approach. In this field, transfer entropy analysis revel us that for memory k = 3 and normalized threshold Th = 0.79, all the information flows to return nodes. The last is the most practical result for trading purpose, suggesting a possible selection rule for an optimal historical news set, and showing new precise evidence in favor of Behavioral finance as a reliable economic paradigm. 
